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Zero Waste
It was a real challenge, teaching people the importance of throwing away garbage and having
culture, adopting a different way of thinking is very difficult.
To begin with, many of the people who passed near us looked at us strangely; maybe it is rare to
see a group of students hoping for a better country
First we decided to do pedagogy at our university UNAB, with several colleagues from the
university.
Then we toured several neighborhoods of the university, and we talked with residents.
One of the people that we wanted to understand the need to collect garbage laughed while we
talked, I think we are not used to such campaigns.
Conversation
We talked to a girl who lives near the University, which had work clothes; She was surprised when
we approached but in a very kind way she listened to us and expressed her opinion on the subject.
She told us that she worked in a company a little far from here, that at home she tried to recycle
as much as possible and that she reused objects continuously. He also congratulated us and said
that he admired our effort because talking to strangers is difficult and you have to be very brave
and expressive to achieve an impact on society.

Materials such as plastic bottles and some clean bags can still be used at home, or to throw things
when market or daily purchases are made. Also, food shells such as bananas are once decomposed
and with an indicated process can be used to create everyday butane gas.
One thing I can change in my lifestyle to contribute to a world without waste is to learn to recycle
properly, not use plastic bags and consume less processed foods, support the Colombian industry
and encourage my friends and family to this new plan.

